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              Everyone has a talent, skill or ability that he can mine to support 

himself and succeed in life and to explore the talents of the students in CSE, 

Focus, this time, came up with  C^3 (CSE cultural competitions) to recognise 

the talents of students in various forms of arts. 

   Culture is a set of arts elevated to a set of beliefs and it resides in the hearts 

and soul of a person. The cultural session on 03-02-2015 was all set to raise the 

heart beats, to sink everyone into the depths of music, songs, lights and joy 

letting the students enjoy he rainbow of cultural programmes where this session 

started by a prayer song by ‘Harika of III year’. 

  Then, we had the prestigious ‘Website Launch’ of Focus by ‘DR.MSR 

Prasad’, Professor Incharge - Focus, who is a man of distinct vision and a true 

inspiration where sir also gave a thought provoking speech after the launch of 

website, for which the students showed up keen interest in listening to their 

lovable professor. To judge the performances and decide the best ones we had 

“Mrs.D.Naga Mallesweri & Mrs.Radhika Rani” to adjudicate at the session. 

   Music, is a form of art which would relax minds and it is what feelings sounds 

like. For the audience to experience the live music, Sriram(13003150) and 

group performed an instrument play which received a loud applause as it stood 

to be a captivating performance which was indeed a blend of cosmic tune. Next, 

Bhanu Kiran(12003404) and group also came out with the Instrument play and 

some interesting songs to entertain the audience where people were lost in those 

melody dipped music notes for a longer time. It was time to praise and 

encourage students who picturize things in the most effective way and the 

award of the best photograph was received by ‘Priyanka‘. This was followed by 

a classical dance by ‘Mounika’(13003063) of 2nd year which was a scintillating 

one. A skit performed next by second years-“Ulta Palta” was a fun-loving one 

followed by dance performed by Deepika(13003088)and Vijayadurga was also 

an amazing one. Then, Athul from 3rd year and Afreen from second year sung 



songs which were an attraction to the ears and this performance stood to be an 

outstanding one. Then, The the best painting from the department was unveiled 

along with the student who drew it and it was ‘V,Sahithi’(13003161)and also 

best drawing by ‘Harshaja Kartheeka’ was also awarded. Next, an astonishing 

performance by ‘Harshitha(12003488) and team’ was given which received a 

good feedback from the audience side which was followed by “Tarakananda 

swami” skit by Tarakram(12003397) and gropu of III year which stood as the 

real entertainment of the session and a brilliant performance. Then, came 

V.S.Mounika(12003066) from 3rd year, with an astonishing performance with 

acrobatic movements.Then, the best craftwork was declared and the winner 

was’V.Mounika Rani’. Last but not the least, a dance performance by Ajay 

Raghav like a firework of rapid movement steps and that was a stunning 

performance. Thus, were the breathtaking moments of the Focus session on 03-

02-2015 i.e. on Tuesday.  

  Eventually, the winners of different genres like dance, Instrument play and the 

skits were announced and the winners were 

1. Dance                  -              Mounika(13003063) of 2nd year 

2. Instrument Play   -              Sree ram(13003150) and group 

3. Skit                      -             Tarakananda swami and group 

Prizes were distributed to them by the faculty members of CSE and thus 

was the competition which ended by vote of thanks by ‘Prasanth and 

Jyothsna of 3rd year’. 
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PHOTOS: 

 
 

              Participants(Athul & Afreen) giving their best to swim across the competition 

 

 

 

A glimpse of dance to the beats of music by Harshitha and Tejaswini 



 
 

A stroke of “Tarakananda swami” skit by Tarak and group 

 

 

 

 
     A click during the prize distribution for the winners of skit performance in the competition 

 



 
 

V.Mounika Rani receiving a token of appreciation for her skilled CRAFT WORK 
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